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The advances computing at all levels, but es1:,ec:1au 
computing and networking, are democratizing the way 
and the same time, information user on the 
can easily become an information provider. the that more 
more information providers make their resources 
11n'i-.PrT"1ar contribute to its growing complexity 
and access all resources and documents. 
arise information when trying to navigate 
chaotic 
information revolution is affecting the academic 
and new technologies great application potential 
activity, and service. Universities enjoy a unique 
in revolution because information the raw material at the 
mission and they are a step ahead of private 
organizations in linking their networks to 
high purchasing of information resources 
no,,Arru·v access resources outside an institution's physical walls 
with to information resources: ownership 
OT"£>U£>>' they and whenever are .1.u::•t:u,;;;u.. 
the proliferation information resources on the Internet., 
research communities have created new tools 
retrieving information resources. User studies are to 
a basis the generation of this of information handling 
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advances in computing all levels, in 
and networking, are democratizing the 
and distributed adding new to 
a global network thousands and 
millions computers (Quarterman, 1993), 
computer can establish a 
and receive information on ., ... u,._ .......... can 
communicate directly with each regardless 
have a server function which 
information on the network for others to 
forms of scholarly communication developed,. such as 
discussion lists (Kovacs, 1994), scholarly 
(Langshied, 1994), computer models and simulations, real-time on~se:m:a 
multimedia creations (Brett, the same new ways of 
information with constituencies have '-"TT1 ... r<T'-'n 
Wide Web and Schnabel, 
these tools to make information available to their own users 
-students, faculty, staff, and administration, as well as the "''-'"''-'"U 
community. Beyond traditional forms of distance s;:;, ......... ._"' 
walls academia a new worldwide electronic 
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for 
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and 
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What of organization electronic information so 
usefulness to the consumers 
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the of that a 
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"85 responding are or 
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users 
that nature 
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will 
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spite of Gregorian there 
us 
the information 
of (p. 6). However, warns that 
but and its 
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that new be integrated with 
the mission the university, although, as 
mean mission the 
University, 
the ability to locate, access new 
resources can only enhance research productivity 
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develop a Jund the desktop, 
classroom technology 
move toward 
CERN, the high-energy 
it development a 
acceptance 1994). 
was also year it 
seems it fulfills quite well. Mosaic and 
user can get closer massive virtual with seamless access 
a of resources the a simple menu 
or a (with 
project the development 
of Minnesota, "the goal was find a scheme was 
more than consulting or conventional 
27). As 
was 
a mainframe system. group wanted 
scheme supported available 
Gopher says that he 
was one was 
according to when 
Gopher to recipes 1994). The to 
and retrieving information, whether by 
of are disappearing. continues: 
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examines relationships of bibliometric techniques 
citation communication theory and the 
college. posits that, based on the 
of Price, Hagstrom, and the theoretical construct 
is used because it "has widely as a 
of social relationships in and 
model of scientific communication" For 
strength of citation analysis in communication research is that clusters or 
maps of research articles can be interpreted as networks of interpersonal 
The new paradigm created by electronic communication can be 
approached as an extension of this college described by Price 
Crane. The wide availability of electronic mail as well as Gopher, World 
Wide Web, and other resources on the is breaking down the last 
of communication across departments, 
universities, and research communities 




F. the Emerging Worldwide Electronic University 
One aspects of electronic communication by Pool 
his analysis of the effects of telecommunications on 
that "distance is ceasing to be a barrier to communication" The idea 
independence business long been a reality in 
establishment is now becoming feasible in applications 
telemedicine or electronic customer support through e-mail or bulletin boa.rd 
















































describe a joint 
Amsterdam and that 
faculty, 
courses 
students- far outweigh challenges such as lack of venture capital and the 
difficulty of evaluating educational outcomes. 
Under the electronic university perspective, international education 
an enriched meaning. It certainly meets definition 
international education from the Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
adopted Pickert (1992): variety of activities and programs designed to 
encourage the of ideas and people across cultural geographic 
boundaries" (p. Telecourses, e-mail, sharing information 
gopherspace, and video-conferencing contribute to this exchange to 
that is now possible to study abroad without leaving one's 
Rossman points out that it is not just academic institutions that are 
taking advantage of the new technologies: major corporations are using them 
provide continuing education for their work force; U.S. armed ;}-,-,...,,.,.,," 
use telecourses routinely; courses are on commercial computer 
as as on cable television. But, his words, is not 
technology that transforms education; the technology -and 
effect potential- the minds of educators 
students to new possibilities" 
Technology acts as fertile ground for a new learning environment. is 
now within reach have a learning environment that includes access to the 
vast of information in the Library Congress, video libraries 
NASA, access to researchers and experts in any imaginable through e-
and multimedia courseware that turns the learning experience an 
insatiable desire to learn more. 
The question the economics of the virtual library which support 
the virtual university is seldom addressed. brings a 
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